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Multidimensional Searching Trees with
Minimum Attribute
Haiyan Zhao Zhenjiang Hu Masato Takeichi

The study of data structures for rapid search-

k-dimensional space. A point p is said to be a min-

ing is a fascinating subject of both practical and

ima if it does not dominate any other point in the

theoretical interest.

This paper proposes a new

set S, where a point (a1 , . . . , ak ) is said to domi-

data structure, called k-d-m tree, to address an

nate a point (b1 , . . . , bk ), denoted by (a1 , . . . , ak ) ≥

eﬃcient algorithm for solving the minima search-

(b1 , . . . , bk ), if and only if ∧ki=1 (ai ≥ bi ).

ing problem in multidimensional space, which has

This problem arises in many applications. Sup-

many applications in areas such as data mining and

pose we have a set of programs for performing the

computational geometry. We will show that with

same task rated on the two dimensions of space

k-d-m tree, not only minima searching can be done

complexity and time complexity. If we plot these

very eﬃciently, but also the existing operations for

measures as points in the plane, then a point (i.e.,

searching and updating on multi-dimensional tree

program) dominates another only if it is more space

can be performed as usual. In addition, we demon-

eﬃcient and time eﬃcient. We may want to dismiss

strate how a multi-dimensional minima-searching

those programs that do not dominate any other one,

problem can be solved recursively by decreasing the

and we can use the minima searching to achieve

dimensionality.

this.
The study of eﬃcient data structure for facili-

1 Introduction

tating rapid minima searching has been a fascinat-

The minima searching problem, an important

ing subject, from the classical structure of heap

computational geometry problem [7] [6], is to de-

for one dimensional space [13] to the attempt in

termine whether a k-dimensional point is minimal

the plane [8] [10] [12], and through the research for

among a set of points. Let S be a set of points in a

multidimensional space [2] [3] [4]. However, as far

最小属性値を持つ多次元探索木の提案.

as we are aware, there actually lacks a concrete
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ima searching, although we ﬁnd it very important
for mining optimized association rules from huge
databases [14]. Many researchers [8] [10] [12] concentrated their attention only on the maxima (minima) searching in the plane (two dimensional space)
and gave their solutions with O(log N ) searching
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time, but their methods are diﬃcult to extend to a

keys, left and right pointers to its subtrees, and the

k-dimensional space for k ≥ 3. On the other hand,

discriminator between 1 and k that indicates which

Bentley [5] conjectured that k-dimensional maxima

key in the node is used for splitting; for a node u

(minima) searching could be solved in O(logk−1 N )

having discriminator i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, all nodes in

k−2

N ) space by using the divide-

its left subtree are those that their ith key is less

and-conquer approach, but he provided neither a

than or equal to the ith key in u, and all nodes

corresponding data structure nor a detailed algo-

in its right subtree are those that their ith key is

rithm, which has been criticized in [9] [1].

greater than the ith key in u.

time and O(N log

In this paper, we shall present a novel data struc-

Figure 1 gives an example of a 2-d tree where 2

ture, called k-d-m tree, which is an extension of

keys are stored in each node, and all nodes with the

multidimensional binary searching tree (k-d tree for

same distance to the root have the same discrimina-

short) [2] with minimum attribute, for eﬃcient

tor as indicated in the discriminator column. The

minima searching in multidimensional space. We

discriminator of a node at distance  from root is

will show that with k-d-m tree, not only minima

1 +  mod k. Notice that 1-d tree is exactly the

searching can be done very eﬃciently, but also

standard binary search tree.

the existing operations for searching and updat-

It has been shown in [2] that insertion, deletion

ing on multi-dimensional tree can be performed as

and searching can be eﬃciently implemented as for

usual. In addition, we propose a concrete algorithm

the standard binary search tree algorithms, and

showing how a multi-dimensional minima-searching

that k-d tree can be used for a variety of other op-

problem can be solved recursively by decreasing its

erations, including orthogonal range searching (to

dimensionality.

report all points within a given rectangle), partial

Throughout the paper, we use N to denote the

match queries (to report all points whose values

number of the points being considered (in the tree),

match a given k-dimensional vector with possibly a

and k to the dimensionality of the searching space.

number of wild cards), and nearest neighbor search-

In addition, we use the notation of Haskell [11], a

ing.

purely functional language, to describe data structures and algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Now we can deﬁne k-d tree each of whose nodes
contains a discriminator and a list of k keys by
type KdTree a = BTree (Dsc,[a])

After reviewing the k-d tree [2] in Section 2, we

where the binary tree type BTree a, whose nodes

present k-d-m tree in Section 3. We show how min-

are of type a, and the discriminator type Dsc are

ima searching can be eﬃciently performed on k-d-m

deﬁned by

tree in Section 4, and conclude the paper in Section

data BTree a = Empty

5.

| Node a (BTree a)
(Btree a)

2 K-d Tree

type Dsc = Int.

Before addressing our k-d-m tree, we brieﬂy re-

Note that for brevity, we assume that all keys have

view the deﬁnition of k-d tree ﬁrstly proposed by

the same type a. Generally, they could have diﬀer-

Bentley [2].

ent types, but a simple boxing technique can make

k-dimensional binary search tree, or k-d tree, is
a binary search tree in which each node contains k

them the same.
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_
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_
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(6,3)

_

1

(9,8)

2

Fig.1 A 2-d Tree

tribute called minimum. The minimum attribute

3 K-d-m Tree

of a node whose discriminator is i in the tree repre-

As argued in Introduction, although much re-

sents the minimum value among the ith key values

search has been devoted to minima searching on

of all the nodes of the subtree rooted at this node.

a plane (2-dimensional space) [8] [10] [12], no con-

Let’s look at an example. The k-d tree in Fig-

crete data structure and detailed algorithm have

ure 1 is represented by a k-d-m tree in Figure 2,

been proposed for k-dimensional minima searching

where each node has an additional value indicating

k−1

N ) query time, which was conjec-

its minimum attribute. Since the discriminator of

tured by Bentley in [5]. Since the minima search-

the root node (5, 6) is 1, its corresponding minimum

ing on k-d tree is a special case of range searching,

attribute 1 denotes the minimum value of the ﬁrst

one may expect to use range searching for minima

keys among all the nodes of this tree, whereas the

searching, but this would have time complexity of

minimum attribute 1 for the node (10, 4) denotes

O(logk N ), which is not as eﬃcient as we would

the minimum value of the second keys among all

expect.

the nodes of the subtree rooted at (10, 4), because

using O(log

As a matter of fact, minima searching enjoys
some important property which may serve for

its discriminator is 2.
The deﬁnition of the type for k-d-m tree is

building a more eﬃcient data structure. For the

type KdmTree a = BTree (Dsc, [a], a)

minima searching, rather than searching for all the

where the last component of the node is added to

points falling in a range, we are only interested

denote the minimum attribute.

in deciding whether a point (a1 , . . . , ak ) is mini-

We shall be more precise about the invariants of

mal, that is, whether there exists any other point

k-d-m tree. Let t be a k-d-m tree whose root node

(b1 , . . . , bk ) in the range where ai ≥ bi for each

n is (dsc,keys,m), and let (dscl , keysl , ml ) and

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.

(dscr , keysr , mr ) be a node in the left and right sub-

Hinted by the use of discriminator, say i in a k-d

tree of the node n respectively. The following sum-

tree, for indicating that the ith dimensional key in

marize the invariants that the k-d-m tree t should

the node is used for splitting the points, we extend

satisfy.

it by associating with each node an additional at-
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Fig.2 A 2-d-m Tree

• Splitting Invariants:
keysl !! dsc
keys !! dsc

with the corresponding key of the new point. If the
≤

keys !! dsc

former is greater than the latter, then the former

<

keysr !! dsc

will be updated to the latter. Taking a concrete
example, let us insert point (6, 5) to the 2-d-m tree

• Minimum Invariants:
keysl !! dsc

≥

m

in Figure 2. We ﬁrst compare the new point (6, 5)

keysr !! dsc

≥

m

with the root node (5, 6). Since the minimum at-

keys !! dsc

≥

m

tribute 1 for the root node is less than the counterpart 6, the ﬁrst key of the new point, we don’t

Here we use keys !! dsc to return the dsc-th key

need to do anything for this minimum attribute.

from the key list keys. It is worth noting that the

And according to the splitting invariants for k-d-m

splitting invariants are from the requirements of k-

tree, the new point should be inserted in the right

d trees while the minimum invariants are related

subtree, which, as we know, can be achieved by re-

to our minimum attribute. In addition, we always

cursively calling the subtree. As a result we get

assume that the tree is balanced for the sake of ef-

the new tree shown in Figure 3, in which the min-

ﬁcient implementation of operations like insertion.

imum attribute for the node (7, 7) is updated to 6

Notice that k-d-m tree is a simple extension of

after the new point is inserted as its left son, since

k-d tree, and thus many existing operations on k-

its former minimum attribute 7 is greater than the

d tree can be done in a similar way on k-d-m tree.

counterpart 6 of point (6, 5).

For example, the insertion and deletion can be done
very similarly, except for the need to maintain the

In the rest of this paper, we focus on how to eﬃciently perform minima searching on k-d-m tree.

minimum invariants. It is actually not diﬃcult to
keep these invariants by a constant factor in the

4 Minima Searching on K-d-m Trees

process of deleting and inserting.

To get a clear explanation of how minima search-

Consider, for example, to insert a new point to

ing can be done eﬃciently with k-d-m tree, we

a k-d-m tree. To keep the minimum invariants in

start with the 1-dimensional case, and then exam-

the process of insertion, we only need to compare

ine higher dimensional cases.

the minimum attribute of the current visiting node
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Fig.3 2-d-m Tree after insertion

4.1 Minima Searching in 1-D Space

if p!!((d+1) ‘mod‘ 2) >= minT l

For the N points in 1-dimensional space, 1-d-m

then False

tree is basically the standard binary search tree, ex-

else minima2 p r

cept that each node is associated with an additional

In the case of an empty tree Empty, minima2 p

minimum value. We can determine if a new point p

Empty returns True for any point p. In the case

is a minima among the N points just by comparing

of an nonempty tree Node (d,ks,m) l r, we check

it with the minimum attribute of the root node. So

if the keys ks stored in the root node (d,ks,m) is

the time complexity T (N, k) for this case is

less than or equal to (i.e., dominated by) the point

T (N, 1) = O(1).

p using the function lessEq deﬁned by
lessEq :: [a] -> [a] -> Bool

4.2 Minima Searching in the Plane
For the N points in the plane, 2-d-m tree can

lessEq xs ys
= and (map (<=) (zip xs ys))

help to quickly determine whether a new point is

If this is true, we know that p is not a minima so

a minima. Since it is a plane where each point

we return False as the result. Otherwise, we do as

is represented by two values [x-value, y-value], the

follows.

discriminator is only 1 or 2. The following function

- If p!!d <= ks!!d, we know from the splitting

minima2 [x,y] t returns True if the point [x,y]

invariants of k-d-m tree that there does not ex-

is a minima among the points stored in the k-d-m

ist a node with keys of ks in r such that lessEq

tree t, and returns False otherwise.

ks p, so we only need to check l to see if p is

minima2 :: [a] -> KdmTree a -> Bool
minima2 p Empty = True

a minima;
- Otherwise, we may need to check both l and r.

minima2 p (Node (d,ks,m) l r)

The advantage of introduction of the minimum

= if lessEq ks p then False

attribute allows us only to check r. This can

else

be explained as follows. We check “p!!((d+1)

if p!!d <= ks!!d

‘mod‘ 2) >= minT l” where minT is function

then minima2 p l

to extract the minimum attribute of the root

else

node of a tree.
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minT :: KdmTree a -> a

point (a1 , a2 , a3 ), we may be only interested in the

minT Empty = infinity

ﬁrst a1 and a2 and do not care about a3 . So we may

minT (Node (_,_,m) l r) = m

want to see if (a1 , a2 , ) is a minima with respect to

If this is true, we know from the minimum in-

the ﬁrst two keys in a 3-d-m tree. And this minima

variants of k-d-m tree that there must exist a node

searching can be done using O(log N ) time over a

(in l) whose keys are less than or equal to p so we

3-d-m tree, in a similar way with that for 2-D min-

return False as the result, otherwise, we are sure

ima searching. The idea is to change the algorithm

that there does not exist a node (in l) whose keys

for 2-D minima-searching by extending the scope

are less than or equal to p, so we just turn to check

of nodes for checking: the nodes include not only

r.

their children but may also their grandchildren.
From the above scheme, we can see that by us-

With this in mind, now we can solve the min-

ing the minimum attribute stored in the node, this

ima searching in 3-D space by the following pseudo

minima searching is recursively done by going down

Haskell program.

to its left subtree or right subtree, and the depth

minima3 p Empty

of the tree is always decreased by one. Under the

minima3 p (Node (d,ks,m) l r)

assumption that the tree is balanced, the time com-

= if lessEq ks p then False

plexity for this minima searching is

= True

else

T (N, 2) = T (N/2, 2) + O(1)

if p!!d <= ks!!d

which is O(log N ).

then minima3 p l

It is worth comparing our data structure with

else

those in [8] [10] [12]. For a 2-dimensional tree, dif-

if not (minima2’ p l)

ferent from our associating each node with a mini-

then False

mum x-value or y-value of the tree rooted at the

else minima3 p r

node according to its discriminator, the existing

where minima2’ p l is almost the same as minima2

approach associates each node with the same mini-

p l except that we ignore the d-th key of nodes in

mum y-value, which makes it diﬃcult to generalize

the tree.

to k-dimensional space. As will be seen later, our
k-d-m tree can deal with minima searching of kdimensional space easily.

The time cost for minima3 is
T (N, 3) = T (N/2, 3) + T (N/2, 2) + O(1).
With the result
T (N, 2) = O(log N )

4.3 Minima Searching in K-D Space

we soon get O(log2 N ) as the time cost for minima

Rather than showing the concrete algorithm for

searching in 3-D space.

minima searching in arbitrary dimensional space,

The obvious generalization of this algorithm car-

we begin by demonstrating how to deal with min-

ries through to k-dimensional space without dif-

ima searching in 3-D space, and then highlight how

ﬁculty.

to generalize it to k-D space.

searching over k-d-m tree on the basis of that over

First of all, we would like to show that we can
eﬃciently perform minima searching over a k-d-m
tree for a point (a1 , a2 , . . . , ak−1 , ), where denotes
“don’t care” key. For example, for a 3-dimensional

We can recursively implement minima

(k-1)-d-m tree. As a result, the time cost for minima searching over k-d-m tree is
T (N, k) = T (N/2, k) + T (N/2, k − 1) + O(1),

28
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and we thus get
T (N, k) = O(log

k−1

N ).

We have implemented the minima searching
on k-d-m tree in Haskell, which is available
at site http://www.ipl.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~zhhy/
kdmtree/tstkdmtree.lhs.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we propose a new data structure
k-d-m tree, an extension of k-d tree, on which minima searching can be done eﬃciently while keeping
other operations like insertion and deletion to be
almost the same as that on the k-d tree. As far as
we are aware, we give the ﬁrst concrete algorithm
for k-dimensional minima searching in O(logk−1 N )
time, which is as eﬃcient as the conjecture given by
[5]. And moreover, the space our solution demands

is linear, which is much better than O(N logk−2 N )
conjectured in [5].
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